
AutumnThe 

On Wednesday of last week, the Total team worked around the office television, keeping one
ear in tune to the Governments reveal of the Autumn Budget. Everyone knew the delegation of
funding would be very important for our sector. It was in this reveal that Rishi Sunak,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, promised to spend billions of pounds on his ''three building
blocks''. These comprised of Strong public Services, infrastructure innovation and skills. It was
clear that the Government wanted to reassure the public of regeneration post pandemic.

 

The majority of the three-year spending review

centred around skills-based themes and

doubled excellently as background noise for our

busy day. However, the points of interest for

our sector were overwhelmingly positive, with

funding due to increase in multiple areas.

This included funding for 16-18 years olds, who

are scheduled to receive a £1.6 billion increase

in education spending, assured by the treasury.

The pre-16 funding is scheduled to be £1500

higher per pupil by 2024-5 in comparison to

2019-20. Unfortunately, 16-18 rates will merely

be sustained in real terms.

A further win for the education sector came in

the form of the government agreeing to assign

more funding for education recovery. The

allocation of an extra £1.8 million to the

Department of Education was obviously met

with great appreciation. This will mean £1 billion

is assigned for a recovery premium in schools,

with the remaining £800 million being allocated

to 16–18 year-olds with the expectation of 40

additional hours.

However, concerns were raised that the 40

additional hours will be funded at a discount

to the full funding rate.

Another change was the new adult numeracy

programme - Multiply. This is set to be funded

by the Shared Prosperity fund and will begin

in spring 2022. A total of £528 million is

allocated to new scheme that improves basic

maths and numeracy for adults.

The Turing funding will continue for three

more years at £110 milliion a year. Decisions

on the first round of Levelling Up Fund and

Community Renewal Fund bids are out, some

of which may involve colleges.

While no changes were made to the National

Skills fund and FE capital, there was

confirmation for them to stay the same as

initially announced in 2020. This will be

carried through to 2024-5. This means the

combined Education and National Skills Fund

budget will be around £1.8 billion in 2045-5

compared to £1.3 billion, however there has

been no commitment to increase rates at all.
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So, what is set to change?
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